We obtain a new characterisation of smoothness for weighted polynomial approximation with respect to Freud weights together with an existence theorem for derivatives. Our methods rely heavily on realisation functionals.
Introduction
Recently, there has been much interest in the study of rates of polynomial approximation in weighted L p (0 < p 1) spaces, associated with fast decaying weights on the real line and 1; 1]. We refer the reader to 1-5], [8] [9] [10] [11] and the references cited therein, for a detailed and comprehensive account of the above topic.
In this paper, we obtain a new characterisation of smoothness in L p (1 p 1) for weighted polynomials associated with Freud weights on the real line complementing earlier work of 3], 4], 9] and prove an existence theorem for derivatives in L p (0 < p 1). In order to state our results, we need to de ne our class of weight functions and various quantities. First we say that a real valued function f : (a; b) ! (0; 1) is quasi increasing if there exists a positive constant C such that a < x < y < b =) f(x) Cf(y):
Our weight class will assumed to be admissible in the sense of the following de nition.
De nition 1 Here, in particular, A = B = .
(b) (1. an n a n C 2 :
Thus, in a sense, ( an n ) serves as the inverse of the function a n : ! a n n ; n 1: Typically, t is small and will be taken as an n for n n 0 for some xed but large enough n 0 . This latter quantity always tends to zero for large n for our class of admissible weights, see (3.3).
(b) The tail of the modulus ! r;p (f; W; ; ) re ects the inability of weighted polynomials (P W), P 2 P n to approximate well beyond a n ; a n ]. Its presence ensures that for f 2 P r 1 , r 1, ! r;p (f; W; ; ) 0:
(c) Traditionally for Erd} os weights on R and non Szeg} o weights on 1; 1], see 1, 11] , the increment h in the main part of the modulus in (1.4) depends on x to allow for endpoint e ects in a n ; a n ] much as in the classical Ditzian-Totik modulus on 1; 1] which admits a factor of p 1 x 2 . This is not the case for Freud weights on the real line.
We nish this section with two important theorems which were established in 8, 9] . In order to state them, we adopt the following convention that will be used in the sequel.
Throughout, for real sequences fA n g and fB n g 6 = 0 A n = O(B n ) and A n B n will mean respectively that there exist positive constants C 1 , C 2 and C 3 independent of n such that An Bn C 1 and C 2 A n =B n C 3 . Similar notation will be used for functions and sequences of functions. Theorem 1.5
Let W 2 E, 0 < p 1, f 2 L p;W (R), r 1 and n n 0 . Assume that there is a Markov-Bernstein inequality of the form kR 0 Wk Lp(R) C 1 n a n kRWk Lp(R) ; R 2 P n :
Then there exists C 1 > 0 independent of f and n such that E n f] W;p C 1 w r;p (f; W; a n n ):
Moreover, if p 1, we may dispense with the assumption (1:6).
In order to establish (1:7), the following realisation functional was used which we de ne below. Here t is chosen in advance and n depends on t by the relation: n = n(t) := inffk : a k k tg:
The concept of realization should be attributed to Hristov and n Wk Lp(R) :
(1.12)
Here, P n;p (f)=P n (f) is the best approximant to f from P n satisfying k(f P n )W k Lp(R) = E n f] W;p :
( 
Statements of Results
Throughout this paper, C, C 1 ,... will denote positive constants independent of t, n, x and P 2 P n while the symbol D will always denote a small enough but xed positive constant. The same symbol does not necessarily denote the same constant in di erent occurrences. We shall write C 6 = C(L) to mean that the constant in question is independent of the parameter L.
A Characterisation Theorem
In order to formulate our main result, we need the following important theorem which was stated in 8] without proof: Theorem 2.1 Let W 2 E, 0 < < r, 0 < p 1, f 2 L p;W (R) and assume (1:6).
Then the following are equivalent: (a) E n f] W;p = O a n n ; n ! 1: n Wk Lp(R) C 1 n a n r a n n ; n ! 1 Here the C j ; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 are positive and independent of t and n. n Wk Lp(R) = O n a n r ; n ! 1: (a) We believe that is unlikely that (2.1) and (2.2) should hold with = r:
Indeed it seems that the characterisation (2.9) is the better replacement.
We deduce that in the range for which ! r;p (f; W; ; ) and ! r+1;p (f; W; ; ) have di erent behaviour, E n f] W;p yields information on ! r+1;p (f; W; ; ) and kP (j) n Wk Lp(R) yields information on ! j;p (f; W; ; ) for j = r and j = r + 1: (b) Concerning the relationship between ! r;p (f; W; ; ) and ! r+1;p (f; W; ; ) a Marchaud inequality was proved in 8]. We remark that it is possible under our hypotheses to reformulate all our results for n r 1.
Our Proofs
In this section, we present the proofs of Theorems 2.2, 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6.
Characterisation Theorem
We begin with:
The Proof of Theorem 2.2
We choose a large natural number M and x it. For the moment we do not specify the size of M as this will be done later in the proof for clarity.
Let P Mn (f) = P Mn be the best approximant to f from P Mn satisfying k(f P Mn )W k Lp(R) = E Mn f] W;p :
Moreover let P n (P Mn ) be the best approximant to P Mn from P n satisfying, k(P Mn P n (P Mn ))W k Lp(R) = E n P Mn ] W;p :
First observe that using (1.3) and the fact that P n (P Mn ) is a polynomial of degree at most n gives E n f] W;p = inf Then using (1.7), (3.2), (1.14), (2.3) and (3.5) we have I n C 1 ! r;p P Mn ; W; a n n C 2 ( a Mn Mn ):
Here, C 2 6 = C 2 (n):
The estimates (3.4) and (3.6) then readily give
where S n := 1 X k=1 a M k n M k n ; n 1 (3.8) and C 4 6 = C 4 (n).
We now estimate (3.8) in terms of an integral.
Using (3.5) and recalling that and were independent of u and v, we choose M at the start of the proof so large that M > exp 1 + 1+ : (3.5) then shows that there exists n 0 such that uniformly for k 1 and n n 0 ,
The quasi-monotonicity of then yields,
where C 6 6 = C 6 (n).
Substituting (3.9) into (3.7) gives (2.4). Now let 0 < t < D and de ne n := n(t) by (1.9). The Proof of Theorem 2.5
Let q = min(1; p) and let P n be the best approximant to f satisfying (1.13). Then (1.10), (1.13), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.12) give for n n 0 ; ! r+1;p f; W; a n n q C 1 k(f P n )W k q Lp(R) + a n n (r+1)q kP (r+1) n Wk q Lp(R) C 2 E n f] q W;p + a n n rq kP (r) n Wk q Lp(R) C 3 ! r;p f; W; a n n q : (3.11) Here C 3 6 = C 3 (f; n). Now let 0 < t < D and determine n := n(t) by (1.9) Then (3.11) and (1.11) together imply (2.12). 2
We nish this section with The Proof of Theorem 2.6 Let P n be the best approximant to f satisfying (1.13). Then much as in 3, Theorem 2.3] we write for a.e x 2 R, f(x) = P n (x) + 1 X j=1 (P 2 j n (x) P 2 j 1 n (x)): Here, C 2 6 = C 2 (n; f): Taking qth roots gives the theorem. 2
